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ABSTRACT
Today peer-to-peer (P2P) file sharing networks help tens of
millions of users to share contents on the Internet. Howev-
er, users’ private files in their shared folders might become
accessible to everybody inadvertently. In this paper, we in-
vestigate this kind of user privacy exposures in Kad, one
of the biggest P2P file sharing networks, and try to answer
two questions: Q1. Whether and to what extent does this
problem exist in current systems? Q2. Are attackers aware
of this privacy vulnerability and are they abusing obtained
private information?

We build a monitoring system called Dragonfly based on
the eclipse mechanism to passively monitor sharing and down-
loading events in Kad. We also use the Honeyfile approach
to share forged private information to observe attackers’ be-
haviors. Based on Dragonfly and Honeyfiles, we give affirma-
tive answers to the above two questions. Within two weeks,
more than five thousand private files related to ten sensitive
keywords were shared by Kad users, and over half of them
come from Italy and Spain. Within one month, each hon-
ey file was downloaded for about 40 times in average, and
its inner password information was exploited for 25 times.
These results show that this privacy problem has become
a serious threat for P2P users. Finally, we design and im-
plement Numen, a plug-in for eMule, which can effectively
protect user private files from being shared without notice.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
D.4.6 [Software]: OPERATING SYSTEMS—Security and
protection; C.2.4 [Computer Systems Organization]:
Computer-Communication Networks[Distributed Systems]
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1. INTRODUCTION
Since Napster was founded in 1999, file sharing through

peer to peer (P2P) has been turned out to be practical and
popular. At present, the concurrent user population reaches
tens of millions [27] [24]. According to 2009 Internet Study
provided by ipoque [5], the traffic volume consumed by P2P
file sharing has already exceeded the sum of all other ap-
plications over the Internet, up to 51.6% of total Internet
traffic. P2P file sharing has become an important applica-
tion on the Internet.

However, the ease-of-use and high performance bring not
only the great success of P2P file sharing, but also a big
concern for user privacy exposures.

Most previous studies [23] [8] [16] focused on downloading
and sharing behavior privacy, i.e., who shares or downloads
some contents, e.g., Motion Picture Association of America
(MPAA) is eager to know which users of some ISPs have
downloaded pirated versions of movies using P2P. We call
this kind of user privacy“location privacy”. To protect users’
location privacy, many anonymous communication technolo-
gies are developed, such as Tor [14], DC-Nets [10] and Mixes
[9]. Despite some performance loss, the location privacy can
be protected.

In this paper, we focus on another kind of user privacy
in P2P file sharing systems, which can be called “content
privacy”. Usually, P2P systems need every participator to
dedicate his bandwidth, storage and contents. And almost
all of these encourage users to share their contents as many
as possible. The operational cost of sharing a file, a fold-
er, and even the whole hard drive is very low, which maybe
needs only a simple mouse click. As a consequence, it brings
potential privacy risks: people probably make their private
and confidential files accessible to everybody in the P2P net-
works, inadvertently and unknowingly.

Content privacy exposures most likely happen under such
a scenario: in a single machine, multiple user environment.
Imagine that in a family, all members share one computer.
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The father processed some confidential files by a secure SSH
connection to his company and stored them in the folder
“My Documents”; His teenage son wants to download a game
program, so he sets up a P2P file sharing client and casually
selects “My Documents” as the default shared folder. Thus
his father’s confidential files have been inadvertently shared,
without either party’s knowledge.

In this work, we mainly investigate this problem in the
Kad network. Kad is one of the most popular DHT (Dis-
tributed Hash Table) networks [20], implemented by eMule
[2] and aMule [1], and holds millions of concurrent users.
Based on Kad, we try to answer the following two question-
s:

Question 1 (Q1): whether and to what extent the content
privacy exposures exist in current systems;

Question 2 (Q2): whether someone (may be a hacker or
a curious user, who is referred as “potential attacker”) has
observed such privacy exposures of benign users, and further
abused others’ private information obtained from file sharing
networks to carry out some attacks like identity theft.

To monitor sharing and downloading events in Kad, we
build the monitoring system called Dragonfly based on the
eclipse mechanism [18]. By using Dragonfly, we found that
within two weeks more than five thousand private files re-
lated to ten predetermined keywords were shared by Kad
users, over half of whom come from Italy and Spain. Fur-
ther, by deploying five honey files [28], we detected that 192
distinct potential attackers tried to download these honey
files through Kad within one month. And at least 45 at-
tackers further abuse honey accounts to carry out identity-
theft attacks for 125 times. In average, each honey file was
downloaded for about 40 times, and its inner password in-
formation was exploited for 25 times. These results show
that this privacy problem has become a serious threat for
P2P users. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first
systematic study to evaluate the problem of content privacy
exposures in P2P file sharing networks.

Finally, we implement Numen, a plug-in for eMule. By
utilizing the uniqueness of private files, it can effectively
protect user private files from being shared without user
knowledge.

Though this paper mainly focuses on Kad, we believe that
this privacy problem exists in other P2P file sharing net-
works and our study can be applied to them with modest
modifications.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section
2 describes the prerequisite knowledge of Kad. Section 3
presents the monitoring system, Dragonfly. Section 4 an-
alyzes content privacy exposures in Kad. Section 5 evalu-
ates the exploitation of this privacy vulnerability. Section 6
presents our solution, Numen, to mitigate the problem. Sec-
tion 7 discusses related work on user privacy in file sharing
networks, and Section 8 concludes the paper.

2. OVERVIEW OF KAD
In Kad, every participating node has a unique identifier,

referred as node ID. The node ID is a 128-bit random num-
ber. Kad has two kinds of objects, keyword and file. A
128-bit identifier called key ID is assigned to every keyword
object, and a 128-bit identifier called file ID to every file ob-
ject. Key ID is got from the hash of keyword and file ID is
the hash of file content. Ideally, every ID is globally unique.

Kad applies a 2-level index structure shown in Figure 2,

Titanic.avi

[Key ID:Hash(“Titanic”), <File ID:Hash(content),
name:“Titanic.avi”, size:500MB,…>]

Level 1

Level 2 [File ID:Hash(content), <IP1:Port1, IP2:Port2,…>]

Figure 2: The 2-level index structure of Kad.

i.e., keyword-to-file index and file-to-source index. Given a
specific keyword, the former gives a certain number of file
information in Kad, whose tags contain this keyword; and
the latter tells which users (sources) own the file and you can
download it from them. Based on the index structure, Kad
supports two DHT primary operations: Publish and Search.
Publish is the process of storing level-1 or level-2 indexes on
other nodes when sharing a file, and Search is the reverse
process while downloading the file. When a user wants to
download the movie “Titanic.avi”, for example, the process
is as follows: firstly the user launches a query by keyword
“Titanic” and retrieves several candidate video files by level-
1 indexes; secondly he selects one file to query who could
provide it through the level-2 indexes; finally, after getting
some sources, the user begins to download the file directly
from them. On the other hand, sharing a file is the reverse of
downloading process, where the file owner publishes 2-level
indexes to corresponding nodes.

In the 128-bit ID space, the distance of two IDs is calcu-
lated using bitwise XOR operation. Based on this defini-
tion, Kad maps every object to those nodes that are closest
to its ID, and every node takes charge of a set of adjacent
objects. Both Publish and Search need a routing process
which is in charge of locating nodes which are enough close
to the target. The routing algorithm used in Kad is itera-
tive and greedy. During routing process, the intermediate
nodes return some closer nodes to the initiator; and then the
initiator picks up several appropriate nodes among them as
next hops, and repeats the process until no closer nodes are
learned. Only when the routing process stops, the real con-
tent operations (Publish and Search) can be carried out on
these candidates.

Here, Kad is selected as monitored target, based on the
following considerations:

• Kad has a huge user base, nearly four million [24], so
the impact of the privacy problem is significant;

• All files in the default shared folders or download fold-
ers are acquiescently shared by eMule, the most pop-
ular Kad client, even if files are not downloaded from
Kad;

• In eMule, only one click is needed to share one folder,
including all its recursive subfolders. Even when the
whole hard disk is selected by mistake, there is no any
privacy warning raised by the client;

• The sharing file list of a Kad user is public for anyone
connecting to him, so it might amplify user privacy
risk.
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Figure 1: The workflow diagram of Dragonfly

From above Kad’s features, we infer that the privacy prob-
lem in Kad is more serious than that in other networks. So
Kad is better to be used to reveal the privacy problem.

3. MONITORING SYSTEM: DRAGONFLY
In order to monitor publishing (sharing) and searching

(downloading) events for specific keywords or files in Kad,
We build a monitoring system called Dragonfly, which com-
bines eclipse mechanism [18] with passive measurement tech-
nique [21]. The former generates enough nodes surrounding
the target and captures all incoming requests; and the latter
sets up a number of nodes to listen Kad traffic passively on
a large scale. For a keyword target, Dragonfly reports infor-
mation of files related to the keyword in Kad; and for a file
target, Dragonfly reports who are sharing or downloading
the file.

We can also search keywords directly using the 2-level
indexes in Kad (active measurement). However, there are
some limitations making this method unpractical. First,
there is a maximum threshold (300) for the count of Kad
search results. Further, according to previous work [19]
[17], Kad lookup is incomplete due to its lookup mechanism
and some external factors. Besides, [26] pointed that nearly
35.1% of Kad nodes may be temporarily unreachable due to
the maintenance scheme of routing table, firewall or NAT
devices. Finally, directly searching cannot get the informa-
tion of downloaders. So searching directly is not a good
choice.

The work process of Dragonfly is illustrated in Figure 1
and can be described as follows:

A. In the 128-bit ID space of Kad, 32 searching nodes are
evenly deployed and continuously search the given tar-
get ID. Periodically, this procedure exports a current
neighborhood snapshot which contains nodes adjacent
to the target, i.e., more than 18 common prefix bits
with the target ID;

B. We set up 40 monitoring nodes which have at least 28
common prefix bits (enough close) with the target ID.
Then with help from Step A, these nodes continuously
send hello messages to neighborhood nodes in order to
permeate into their routing tables;

C. All monitoring nodes “eclipse” the monitored target
and passively wait for others to connect. When a us-
er launches publish or search operations aimed at the
target, the routing process would be lead to these mon-
itoring nodes in the end. Then these nodes could pas-
sively record subsequent publishing or searching events.

During monitoring process, searching nodes and monitor-
ing nodes provide normal Kad functions for others, such as
routing, storing and providing indexes. Thus our monitoring
system has negligible impact on Kad.

We implement Dragonfly based on the aMule client (a
popular open-source and cross-platform project, the latest
stable version is 2.3.1) to meet demands of searching and
monitoring nodes. All these nodes are set up on a PC server
with two Intel Xeon CPUs (E5645, 2.40GHz, 24GB RAM).
150 IP links are rented from ISP and can be multiplexed by
these nodes. The bandwidth of each IP link is 2Mbps.

We use the following experiment to verify the effectiveness
of Dragonfly. In each experiment, we emit 1000 publish-
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ing events and searching events respectively by normal Kad
clients for a monitored target. Then we count how many
events issued by our clients can be caught by Dragonfly. We
have conducted 500 experiments and the results show that
the average capture ratio is about 87%, i.e., 87 out of 100
events can be listened by Dragonfly. We believe that this ra-
tio is good enough to evaluate the privacy problem in Kad.

4. CONTENT PRIVACY EXPOSURES
In this section, we will try to answer Q1: Whether and

to what extent content privacy exposures exist in
current systems. Making use of our monitoring system
“Dragonfly”, we continuously monitor ten privacy-related
keywords in Kad for two weeks in June 2012. Dragonfly
has monitored tens of thousands of publishing events from
all over the world, which indicates lots of private and confi-
dential files are being inadvertently shared by careless users.

4.1 Methodology

DragonflyPassword
Inbox
Account
Bill
Bank

Keyword list

InputI pInput

Keyword Filename User
Tax tax 09 2010.txt A
Password gmail password.txt B
Inbox Inbox.dbx C
Health Health report.doc D

Shared file list

Outpt utOutpt utOutput

Figure 3: The process of monitoring keyword in Kad
through Dragonfly.

The process of monitoring privacy-related keywords is il-
lustrated in Figure 3, which can be summarized as follows.
First, a privacy-related keyword list (all in English) is con-
structed, which involves several typical user privacy, such as
tax records, health records, Web accounts and passwords,
contacts and company contracts; Then, this list is inputted
into Dragonfly and the monitoring system can continuously
monitor corresponding file sharing events in Kad; Through
< keyword, file, user > triples in output file, we get the
file information (filename, filesize, filetype, fileID, etc) and
the file owner information (Kad ID, IP, Port, etc). With
the help of such information, the situation of user privacy
exposures in Kad could be deduced.

To protect users’ privacy, we didn’t directly download sus-
pected files to verify whether they are private files or not.
Generally speaking, the filename can exhibit file’s content to
a certain extent. If a file is named“my Gmail password.txt”,
it certainly relates to user privacy. Therefore, the filename
can naturally be used to judge the property of one file. Be-
sides, the uniqueness in the network, as one of the most
important attributes of private files, can help us identify
them.

We carried out experiments for two weeks using Dragonfly,
from 13th to 26th in June, 2012. The result will be presented
and analyzed in the next section.

4.2 Experimental Result
Dragonfly has got more than 220K suspected files from

530K Kad users within two weeks. Table 1 presents results
in detail, for every privacy-related keyword. It gives a clear
answer to Q1: this kind of privacy problems exists widely
in Kad and a lot of user privacy is publicly exposed.

Table 1: Results of monitoring privacy-related key-
words in Kad from 13th to 26th in June, 2012.

Keyword #users #files #private files
password 85,051 43,355 3,446
mail 62,148 16,804 664
account 11,718 3,683 398
bill 190,803 96,990 277
bank 59,332 15,166 172
health 70,733 34,153 151
contract 29,595 6,169 136
contacts 6,621 2,977 87
tax 13,842 3,145 43
inbox 474 515 7
SUM 530,317 222,957 5,381

There are too many files related to one keyword, in par-
ticular, nearly 100K files for keyword “bill”. By carefully
inspecting file information, we found there are lots of non-
privacy files. The most obvious ones are plenty of multime-
dia files, e.g., movie and music. Based on several heuristic
rules, we filter out these irrelevant files. The process is de-
picted as follows:

1. Document files are more likely to contain user pri-
vacy for these keywords selected in this work. Non-
document files, such as multimedia and program, are
firstly filtered out;

2. For a normal user, it is impossible that numerous pri-
vate files related to one keyword are shared at the same
time. Therefore if a user publishes multiple files relat-
ed to the same keyword at one publishing event, all
files are excluded;

3. Private files should be unique. If a suspected file is
shared by more than one user in Kad, we think it is
not private.

These rules are used to filter irrelevant files, but false neg-
atives are inevitable. Some private files, e.g., multiple pass-
word files in different shared folders of a Kad user, would be
wrongly filtered out. However, we believe that these false
negative rate is very low, because we found most Kad victims
share only one private file during the monitoring process.

After the filtering process, we analyzed and verified left
files manually. In the end, more than five thousands files
are identified related to user privacy, as shown in column
“#private files”. The result shows that there are still many
private files for every keyword, more than 500 in average.
In particular, the number of private files involving web ac-
counts is obviously more than others, referring to the top 3
keywords “password”, “mail” and “account”. It means that
some users are being faced with big risks of identity theft on
the Internet when using P2P file sharing networks.

After getting the basic answer to the Q1, we further inves-
tigate how many days a private file would be shared by the
victim during our monitoring window of two weeks. There
are two ways for the private files to be removed from Kad.
The first one is that the owner realizes the privacy expo-
sures and actively removes access to the private files. And
another is that the user simply goes offline for a while and
returns back with them after the monitoring window. Ob-
viously, the latter is even worse for the victim’s privacy.
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Figure 4: The distribution of file duration within
two weeks.

Taking “password” as an example, Figure 4 presents the dis-
tribution of file duration. In Figure 4, only the 630 private
files appearing on the first day are considered. The result
shows that the average number of days is 7 and nearly 25%
of files are shared for more than 10 days, which means there
is enough time for others to download these files. Consider-
ing the second case and the limited monitoring window, the
actual situation could be perhaps much worse.

Furthermore, the 5,381 (The above filter process ensures
that one owner only has one private file leaked) users who
share their private files in Kad are mapped to respective
countries and regions according to IP addresses, using the
MaxMind Database[4]. We give the top 10 distribution on
geographic-level in Figure 5. The result shows the user dis-
tribution is clearly not uniform. More than 51% of users
come from Italy and Spain, followed by France and China.
According to [25], the top 4 countries of Kad users are China
(24%), Spain (18%), France (13%) and Italy (10%), respec-
tively. It indicates that users of Italy and Spain lack the
awareness of privacy protection in P2P file sharing network-
s, to a higher degree than others.
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Figure 5: The distribution of victim users on
geographic-level.

5. EXPLOITS
Since the first question is confirmed, we will try to answer

Q2: whether potential attackers have already ob-
served such privacy exposures and furtively abused
others’ personal information. With the help of Drag-
onfly and Honeyfiles, we found that 192 potential attackers
all over the world tried to download five honey files created
by us and at least 45 attackers abused these honey accounts
to carry out identity-theft attacks for 125 times, within one
month.

5.1 Methodology
The methodology can be summarized as follows. First-

ly, inspired by Honeyfiles [28], we create five honey files as
decoys. Each honey file contains one honey account and
the corresponding password. Honey accounts are the ac-
counts registered by us for prevalent web services, including
e-finance, instant messages (IM), email and social network.
The filenames of Honeyfiles follow the pattern“service name
password.txt”, which is attractive to any attacker.

Secondly, we set up five eMule clients to share these hon-
ey files in Kad. Each client takes charge of one honey file
and periodically publishes the 2-level indexes in Kad. Then
Dragonfly will record downloading events for these files by
monitoring source searching messages, which is similar with
the process in Figure 3.

Finally, we log in these honey accounts every day to trace
further account abuse. At present, most Web services pro-
vide the function of login history, which gives previous login
locations, login time or login devices. In particular, Gmail
gives users’ IPs for last 10 logins and QQ tells user the last
login location. Therefore, using login histories, we can cap-
ture detailed abusing information after attackers download
these honey files.

5.2 Experimental Results

Table 2: Results of monitoring honey files from 21st
May to 20th June in 2012. “–” means that the lo-
gin history of this service does not provide location
or IP information. QQ and AliPay respectively are
the most popular IM and online payment service in
China.

File #Downloaders #Attackers #Login times
Gmail 58 29 59
QQ 53 15 47
AliPay 24 – 14
PayPal 40 – 4
Facebook 39 1 1
SUM 213/192 45+ 125

The experiment has been conducted for one month, from
21st May to 20th June in 2012. Table 2 presents moni-
toring results of the five honey files. In total, 192 distinct
potential attackers (downloaders) who were monitored in
Dragonfly tried to download these honey files through Kad.
Further, according to login histories provided by Web ser-
vices, at least 45 attackers abused honey accounts to carry
out identity-theft attacks for 125 times. All honey accounts
have been illegally accessed and some were logged in multi-
ple times by the same user. Beyond expectation, attackers
seem to be more interested in Gmail and QQ, with a little
less login times for e-finance and social network.
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In the aspect of geographical distribution, more than 80%
of downloaders come from China. For Gmail honey account,
58% of the attackers come from China, followed by Germany
(10%) and Poland (10%). It states that more Chinese hack-
ers have been aware of this kind of user privacy exposures
in P2P file sharing networks, and begun to exploit it to seek
for illegal interests.

Next, we will further figure out the behavioral characteris-
tics of these attackers. After logging into an account success-
fully, most of attackers would like to change the password
in order to control this account. Then according to the ser-
vice type, subsequent abuses are different. For Gmail, QQ
and Facebook accounts, the attacker looks over user private
conversations, and adds some ad accounts as friends to con-
duct spam attacks. For e-finance, users’ money is likely to
be stolen. During this experiment, we put $5 into the Ali-
Pay account on purpose. As expected, it was transferred to
another account after two days. This can be used as a clue
to trace underground economic chains.

Table 3: The distribution of the number of honey
files downloaded.

#Downloaders #Files

0 5
3 4
1 3
10 2
178 1

Table 2 shows that the 192 distinct potential attacker-
s tried to download these honey files for 213 times. Some
attackers downloaded more than one honey file. Table 3
presents the distribution of the number of honey files down-
loaded by 192 potential attackers. Though most attackers
downloaded only one file, the others who have download-
ed more than one should be paid more attention to. Three
attackers downloaded nearly all honey files. Because every
file is shared by only one client and is much less popular
than normal files in Kad, it means some attackers might be
powerful enough to observe the entire Kad.

In a nutshell, some attackers have observed and abused
this kind of privacy exposures in Kad. P2P file sharing net-
works probably have become a component of the Internet
underground economy chain, and some individuals, even or-
ganizations are exploiting it to seek for illegal interests.

6. COUNTERMEASURES
For users, the root cause of content privacy exposures is

inappropriate usage and configurations on P2P file sharing
networks. The experiment results show lots of users do not
know exactly which and how many files are being shared
from their computers. Therefore the best way to change
this situation is to improve users’ awareness of privacy pro-
tection. Besides some policies and regulations [3] [6]that
give users guidelines in safely using P2P file sharing system-
s, we present a technical solution, Numen, to mitigate this
problem.

Numen can be implemented as a plug-in for P2P file shar-
ing clients to prevent the content privacy exposures. For
most private files, there should be no copies in Kad before
sharing them. So the uniqueness can be used as an im-

Filename
Segmentation
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Table?

Password
Mail
Account
Bill
...

Alert
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Source Search
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N

.vcf

.db

.pst

...

Ban

Y

Shared File

Pass

N

Forbidden
Filetype Table

Privacy-related
Keyword Table

Figure 6: The process flow diagram of Numen.

portant attribute of private files, and it plays a key role in
Numen.

Numen also uses privacy-related keyword table and for-
bidden filetype table to ease the identification process. The
privacy-related keyword table includes keywords similar to
Table 1 and the other one contains forbidden filetypes which
definitely means private files, e.g., Microsoft Money file “.m-
ny” and Microsoft Outlook contacts file “.vcf”.

The process flow diagram of Numen is presented in Figure
6. When the user starts to share a file, the tags (filename
segmentation) must pass the examination of privacy-related
keyword table. If some privacy-related keyword is found in
the tags, a dialog box alerts the user and allows user to
decide whether this file can be shared or not. Then Numen
launches a source search in the file sharing network to detect
whether this file is globally unique, i.e. nobody has shared
the same file before. If so, this file is likely to be private due
to the uniqueness of private files. The last step is checking
the filetype. If the filetype is in the forbidden filetype table,
Numen directly forbids this file to be shared. Otherwise, the
alert dialog box is given.

We have implemented Numen on eMule. It takes eMule
45s to finish one source search, but multiple searches can be
concurrently executed and the results will be cached. There-
fore, the delay of sharing files is acceptable. On the other
hand, there are somewhat false positives, while the rigorous
censorship policies in Numen can eliminate false negatives
as much as possible (nearly zero false negatives). In oth-
er words, some non-privacy files should pass the filter, but
fail to do so. For example, a file containing a sensitive key-
word “password” in its filename, e.g., “How-to-protect-your-
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password.doc”, may not be related to user privacy. Another
case is that a user shares non-privacy files, which appear in
Kad for the first time. To give a quantitative analysis of false
positives, it needs lots of efforts to study on the behavioral
characteristics of sharing files. The preliminary experiment
results show that user content privacy is well protected un-
der Numen, while the ease-of-use feature of eMule can be
kept at the same level for most of users.

7. RELATED WORK
Since P2P file sharing has become an important appli-

cation on the Internet and serves tens of millions of users,
numerous studies about user privacy have been motivated.
However, most previous work focused on location privacy,
i.e., who shares or downloads some contents. Based on a
number of anonymous communication technologies, e.g., o-
nion routing (Tor), mixes, DC-Nets and secret sharing, some
anonymous P2P file sharing systems are proposed and im-
plemented, including APFS [23], Free Haven [13], Freenet
[11], GNUnet [7], etc. Though this kind of user privacy
can be effectively protected, the considerable performance
loss by anonymous communication hinders deployments on
a large scale. Recently, Tomas et al. [16] proposed a new
P2P data sharing protocol, called OneSwarm. It promises
an attractive tradeoff between privacy and performance by
flexible and explicit configurable sharing policy. The prob-
lem of location privacy has been gradually solved.

In the aspect of content privacy discussed in this paper,
only a small amount of studies involved this area. In 2004,
Good et al. [15] investigated the similar privacy problem
in Kazaa network. By user study, the authors found that
a large number of users were unable to know exactly which
files they are sharing. They implied that this problem was
caused by the unreasonable and confusing user interface of
Kazaa client and provided some suggestions to mitigate it.

Davidson et al. [12] in 2003 published a report about the
concern of privacy and security in P2P file sharing systems.
They also argued that users often share very sensitive pri-
vate information, by mistake or unknowingly. Some initial
approaches, which could improve users’ awareness of priva-
cy risks and protection, were suggested from both policy
laws and technology aspects. Most recently in 2010, the
House of Representatives of USA passed a bill [6] that gave
guidelines for securely using P2P file sharing networks. It
even prohibited government employees and contractors from
using P2P on government computers or when accessing gov-
ernment networks remotely.

Yuil et al. [28] introduced Honeyfiles as an intrusion de-
tection tool to identify attackers. Honeyfiles are bait files
which are hosted and monitored by the victim server. Once
these files are opened by attackers, the server emits an alert
to report an attack. In [22], Nikiforakis et al. tried to reveal
privacy risks in file hosting services. It showed that a signif-
icant percentage of studied services generated private URIs
in a predictable fashion, allowing an attacker to enumerate
all stored files. Similarly, Honeyfiles were utilized to identify
unauthorized downloading. When these files were download-
ed and opened by the attackers, they would automatically
connect back to the monitor server. In our work, making use
of login histories provided by well-known Web services, we
can further know how honey files are abused after attackers
download files from P2P file sharing networks.

8. CONCLUSION
In this paper we try to evaluate the problem of content

privacy exposures in P2P file sharing networks. Due to in-
appropriate usage and configurations, users probably make
their private and confidential files accessible publicly to ev-
eryone in the P2P networks, inadvertently and unknowingly.
In this paper, we answered two questions on Kad, one of the
biggest P2P file sharing networks: Q1 : Whether and to
what extent this privacy exposures exist in current system-
s, and Q2 : Whether potential attackers have observed this
privacy vulnerability, and abused others’ private informa-
tion obtained from P2P file sharing networks to carry out
further attacks.

To monitor sharing and downloading events in Kad, we
build the monitoring system called Dragonfly. By using
Dragonfly to listen file publishing events related to ten pre-
determined keywords, we found more than five thousand pri-
vate files are shared by Kad users within two weeks, over half
of whom come from Italy and Spain. What is more, most
of such files are shared for more than 7 days, which gives
potential attackers enough time to download them. Then
making use of Dragonfly and Honeyfiles, we detected that
192 distinct potential attackers tried to download five honey
files created by us through Kad within one month. And at
least 45 attackers further abused the inner honey accounts
to carry out identity-theft attacks for 125 times. Analytical
result shows these attackers aim at spying on user privacy
and seeking for illegal economic interests.

Finally, we design Numen, a plug-in for P2P sharing clients
and implement it on eMule. Based on flexible policies of
sharing, Numen can greatly protect users’ private files from
being inadvertently shared. We hope this work highlights
the privacy threats faced by users in P2P sharing networks
and promotes user awareness of privacy protection.
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